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The current threat to President Reagan
by Lyndon H. LaRollche, Jr.
Lyndon H. LaRouche issued the following statement for
release Nov. 22.

speaking originates with the so-called Zionist lobby. In
fact, those elements with Jewish names included in this
cabal have no loyalties either to Israel or to the personal

Immediately following the U.S. Senate's 52-48 vote

welfare of Jews of non-Israeli nationalities generally.

in support of the sale of AWACS to Saudi Arabia,well

The ADL Fact-Finding Division may be nominally

situated journalists and others reported a more than

associated with B'nai B'rith. Freemasonic lodges exert

redoubled security-alert around President Ronald Rea

no effective control over the policies or actions of ADL

gan. Although I am not informed of the particular

officials.

reasons for such an alert, the forces with capabilities to

The Fact-Finding Division is nonetheless a major

undertake an organized assassination-effort against the

component of the capability for organizing cover for

President include the same international dope-lobby cir

assassinations, because of its deep penetration of justice

cles which are avowedly the forces committed to my early

and intelligence circles, including elements of the U.S.

assassination. From monitoring of those international

Department of Justice. The ADL's true master is an

dope-lobby networks, I have gridded signals which I

evil, predominantly anti-Semitic collection of wealthy

must interpret as warning-signs of probable new prepa

and powerful interests centered in London, Venice

rations against the President.

Trieste and'Geneva,the interest which sponsored British

What I fear most is the possibility that the White

intelligence'S grooming of Irwin Suall at Oxford Uni

House's security forces may be manipulated into a

versity'S John Ruskin College. Suall, formerly an open

"trench-warfare" posture on this problem, for fear of

supporter of the Roy M. Cohn-linked "military-indus

provoking an open political brawl with forces allied

trial complex" effort against President Dwight D. Ei

politically to Detroit's Max Fisher. What fills me with a

senhower, and a Reagan-hater since the 1950s is merely

sense of horror is a situation of White House "trench

a pawn of very dirty,very powerful non-Jewish interests.

warfare" security-posture; attempting to pick off waves

The case of the Village Voice's Alexander Cockburn

of deployed assassination threats one by one, instead of

is instructive. Cockburn is not only a member of a

deploying capabilities to neutralize forces which are

family with successive generations of officials in highest

dispatching the assailants.

positions of the British Secret Intelligence Service. Ac

It should be recalled that shortly before the last

cording to Michael Vale (not "Michael Vale" Carr of

assassination-attack upon the President, a dope-lobby

the Son-of-Sam cult) and corroborating sources, Cock

front organization, the Yippies, voiced public threats

burn is an asset of the Sussex-Glasgow "Russian Stud

against the life of the President. Not only are the Yippies

ies" element of the Psychological Warfare Division

tightly connected to the cabal of terrorists,including old

(PWD) of SIS. The Village Voice's indirect links to the

Weatherman circles which have recently surfaced, they

Jim Jones Peoples Temple cult are historically located

are linked to the Chicago Sun-Times. the Playboy Foun

in the Indianapolis, Indiana region. This connection

dation, and other well-financed political forces through

includes the name Lilly Endowment which massively

Chip Berlet of High Times and Village Voice (Alexander

funded

Cockburn, et al.), and William F. Buckley's NORML

Fifth Estate operations. The links to brainwasher Maur

organization. They are also assets of Irwin Suall of the

ice Davis's circles in and around New York City are

Philip

Agee's

pro-terrorist

CounterSpy lIPS

ADL Fact-Finding Division,and linked to the orbit of a

massive, including the orbit of the dope-lobby's pro

very spooky sponsor of the Jim Jones Peoples Temple

terrorist linked Dennis King of Roy Cohn-sponsored

cult, Maurice Davis of Westchester County,New York,

Our Town.

whose orbit is also under investigation in connection

There is an Israeli element to this, which must not

with the "Son of Sam" murders.

be misevaluated to imply that the problem is of Israeli

The threat is not
Israeli-authored

clear here.

or otherwise of Jewish origin, as I shall make that point

If one did not know the international intelligence

It will be recalled that the late Moshe Dayan re
signed from the Menachem Begin government, for

pedigrees of Cockburn, Suall, et aI., one might be

reaSons leaked through the very important, Paris-based

misled to the conclusion that the threat of which we are

conduit, Israel and Palestine (whose back-issues should
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be studied carefully by all serious intelligence and
security officers). This lunatic element within Israeli
circles is in covert alliance with Col. Muammar Qaddafi
of Libya, and with the sections of the Soviet KGB
associated with KGB Gen. Harold "Kim" Philby, es
pecially through channels of the Antiochan Church
hierarchy (Ignatius) and the Romanian conduit into the
KGB command through the Romanian-Ukrainian
branch of the Greek Catholic Church. Ariel Sharon and
Yitzhak Shamir are among those identified within Isra
eli politica life as Soviet KGB-linked, are currently key
to the secret deals of the Begin government with the
KGB and Qaddafi against the United States.
However, there are major other elements within
leading Israeli circles which are genuinely friends of the
United States, and typify the Israeli basis for hoping to
make the Fahd Plan effort for durable Middle East
peace successful. Every nation, every people, has its men
and women of good will, and also a greater or lesser
incidence of lunatics and criminals. (One must never
permit the fact that a few criminals have Jewish names
to become a pretext for tolerating anti-Semitism.)
Israel has the same internal problem currently af
flicting many nations. With the collapse of the world's
hard-commodity production and trade, the financial
and political circles linked to the drug interests and
funny-money interests generally, have gained a great
increase in their power to buy political influence in
bankrupt Israel and continental Europe as well as
within the United States. This problem is not a problem
of nationality, race or religion; it is a supranational
faction which has its criminal accomplices among influ
ential circles of many nations, races, and religious
distinctions.

The core of the assassination threat
Contrary to popularized mythology, a "lone assas
sin" has a probability of close to zero of successfully
killing a well-protected publiC figure without massive
collaboration, and without high-level penetration of the
sources of information bearing upon the security
around, for example, a U.S. President. The assassina
tion of President Abraham Lincoln by a joint SIS-Jesuit
team is an example of this principle, as is the British
Venetian assassination of President William McKinley
and of President John F. Kennedy-despite the massive,
willful, Warren Commission cover-up operation.
In the world today, there is only one cabal which
has both the motive and the capability for assassinating
a well-protected U.S. President at first attempt. This is
a network formerly associated with a multinational
"murder, incorporated" entity called Permindex, head
ed during the early 1960s by Major (ret.) Louis M.
Bloomfield of Montreal, Canada. The wife of a deceased
executive of Permindex, Madame de Menil of Houston,
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Texas, was recently a White House dinner-guest.
Permindex's case is extensively documented in the
book Dope, Inc. In the forthcoming, second edition of
Dope, Inc. there is new information on Permindex and
its role in the Kennedy assassination, developed with
aid of high-level security and intelligence sources in
Western Europe, including investigations based upon a
holographic document of the Rome, Italy branch of
Permindex.
Because of Permindex's role in repeated attempts to
assassinated France's President Charles de Gaulle, and
the heat generated by the assassination of President
Kennedy, Permindex went "underground" into Latin
America and the Republic of South Africa, but the
basic network still functions, with the Bronfman-linked
Bloomfield still a relevant target of investigation, partic
ularly in view of his penetration of high levels of the
FBI's counterintelligence division.
Despite the diverting fact that Bronfman has a
Jewish name, the command of Permindex and other
guises of this "murder, incorporated" entity is centered
in the Anglican Church hierarchy, and involves the
same Romanian-Antioch interface to the Soviet KGB
command involved in the attempted assassination of
Pope John Paul II. The overlap among Permindex, the
United Fruit (United Brands) and Tryall Compound
(Jamaica) networks, including Madame de Menil's late
husband, is totally congruent with the Anglican-Eastern
Orthodox hierarchies and Jesuit interface on top of the
Permindex capability.
I have learned from experience not to overestimate
the intellectual powers of descendants of John D. Rock
efeller II, but the networks established throughout the
Western Hemisphere under the title of the Nelson
Rockefeller-headed war-time CIA are the historical
background through which to trace out the way in
which Anglo-Canadian intelligence networks penetrat
ed the U.S. intelligence-security environment to the
degree which made possible both the execution and
.
cover-up of the Kennedy assassination.
It is into this that such expendable tools as Irwin
Suall, Dennis King, the Yippies, Philip Agee, Chip
Berlet, et aI., are connected and by which they are
effectively controlled.
It is into this same capability that Henry A. Kissin
. ger is connected.

Hitting the enemy flank
My advice to the Reagan administration is to break
the "foxhole-defense" syndrome, and to deploy a flank
ing attack against vital points of capability of the supra
national forces behind the threat to the President's
welfare.
The White House must put to one side the fostered
illusion that its political power depends upon keeping
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peace with the circles behind Paul A. Volcker, Max
Fisher et a!. The President of the United States is elected
to a four-year term by the people of the United States,
to exert the full constitutional powers of his office, with
constitutional separation of the respective powers of
Executive, Judiciary, and Legislature. If the President
governs himself by no consideration but dedication to
the vital interests of the United States and its people,
the President has the power to break through the screen
of lying news-media, and to rally the support of the
aroused majority of the American citizens, as well as to
draw great support for his efforts from among govern
ments and peoples in many parts of the world.
The President must recognize the identity of his
enemies, and deploy powers directly and implicitly at
his disposal-including the limited resources of myself
and my associates-to crush the enemy of civilization
quickly.
The enemy is to be recognized as chiefly the Club of
Rome and its co-thinkers world-wide, including the
Boris Ponomarev faction in the Soviet succession-fight,
as well as KGB Gen. Harold "Kim" Philby. This enemy
force is committed fanatically to establishing a Malthu
sian world-federalist order.
To that purpose, the enemy seeks to manipulate
both Washington and Moscow-through the " Eastern
Liberal Establishment," Socialist International, and the
Moscow Malthusian-Cominternists, respectively, in or
der to orchestrate a pattern of world depression, desta
bilization of governments and other institutions,
through which the world is placed under the dictator
ship of Malthusian, pro-genocidal institutions operating
under the cover of UNO agencies (UNESCO, et a!.),
International Monetary Fund "conditionalities," and
the genocidal policies which moon-worshipping Robert
S. McNamara conduited through the World Bank.
The Club of Rome, creation of the OECD organi
zation attached to NATO, as well as of the Venetian
( 1949) and Prince Bernhard ( 1954) based European
cultural associations and Bernhard's Bilderbergers, and
the British SIS-controlled Islam and the West complex,
are exemplary, together with entities such as the Ford
Foundation and the Aspen Institute, of the policy
influencing forces working on behalf of a genocidal,
Malthusian world-order.
If one's enemy is dispatching forces to kill one, then
reach out and destroy the enemy which is dispatching
such assassins. Once that is done, the capabilities the
assassins set afoot are greatly reduced, and the remain
ing problems can be cleared away through a ruthless
and rigorous mop-up operation.
The White House's means for destroying its bloody
enemies are chiefly threefold.
Declare war against all Malthusian, pro-genocide
entities such as the Club of Rome and Draper Fund,
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invoking the Nuremberg Code respecting crimes
against humanity as the moral and legal precedent for
conducting such a crushing of all such crimin;tls. De
nounce as in the footsteps of Hitler's Nazis all those
who support Global 2000 and Global Future including
Representative Ottinger of New York.
Launch a new world monetary system, in concert
with allies, based on an international gold-reserve sys
tem in terms of approximately $500 an ounce for
monetary gold-reserve exchange among central banks.
Uncork the international power of credit�creation em
bodied in U.S. gold monetary reserves, to direct credit
issued on an international gold-reserve. basis, into high
technology productive investments in U.S. industry,
agriculture, and supporting infrastructure as well as
world trade, to force an immediate process of general
economic recovery.
These two measures should be supplemented by
ruthless penalties against each and all nations which
condone the production of drugs such as marijuana,
cocaine, opium for export and domestic use, and inter
national imposition of transparency upon all offshore,
unregulated financial institutions, including those of the
British Commonwealth.
These three measures will break the power behind
the Malthusian world-federalists, and revive the power
of high-technology capitalist industry and agriculture
as the leading political force in the world, on the basis
of such a credit-promoted industrial and agricultural
recovery in the U.S.A., the budget can be brought back
toward balance-as this can be accomplished in no
other way. Then, the government of the United States
will resume the power to do what it must in all matters
proper to government.
Domestic security demands a crack-down against
the drug-legalization lobby and the allied Playboy-cen
tered "porno" industry, proper law-enforcement against
classical categories of felonies, with less emphasis on the C'
politically-subversive and felony-promoting "white col
lar crime" diversion. It demands above all, a developing
of the morql and intellectual potentialities of our youth,
through emphasis on classical culture, classical science
and universal history in our primary and secondary
education-contrary to the education-destroying poli
cies of the National Training Laboratories and their
National Education Association dupes.
Once the majority of normal, heterosexual citizens
recognize that the White House is taking the lead to
restore the United States to moral and material great
ness, those citizens will rally, if slowly, distrustfully at
first, to support and defend a President who at last
begins to bring the long nightmare of countercultural
. kookery and economic decay to an end.
A well-calculated attack is the best defense, and
finally the only effective defense.
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